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the diagnostic functions and makes a follow-on surgical or
endoscopic intervention necessity [4]. These capsules can only
achieve passive movement relying on the peristalsis of the
digestive tract, and cannot be controlled to apply the
acceleration, stop, reverse and other actions. All these
problems limit the WCE’s observation and treatment for the
gastrointestinal tract.
The researches had looked for many ways to implement
the WCE’s actuation method. Up to now, a variety of motordriven micro-robots have been developed. Gao et al had
designed a capsule robot which based on motor and powered
by wireless power transmission [5]. Quirini et al had proposed
a solution for the active locomotion of micro robot in GI tract,
which actuated by a brushless minimotor and had a legged
locomotion system embedded in it [6]. But the restrictions of
the capsule robot limit the capability of its integrated
components. The structure of the robot is too large, and its
legs are prone to damage to the intestinal wall.
It’s reported that WCE driven by external magnetic field is
prevailing in researchers, such as Kim. Zhang et al designed a
three-axis orthogonal square Helmholtz coils to create a
universal uniform magnetic spin vector which also called
rotating magnetic field as an energy source by feeding with
three phase sine currents [7,8]. Fu et al from Guo lab proposed
the magnetically actuated hybrid micro-robot with hybrid
motion driven by a rotational magnetic field which is
generated by 3 axes Helmholtz coils [9].
Even after the success of capsule endoscopes, the dream
of using targeted drug delivery robots has not been realized.
Targeted drug delivery which uses various drug carriers has
been in practice such as vesicular drug delivery systems
[10,11], particulate drug delivery systems, polymeric
nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes and quantum dots [12].
Beccani et al designed a drug delivery capsule (DDC) based
on a coil-magnet-piston mechanism [13]. Choi et al proposed
a capsule-type magnetic micro-robot that can navigate along a
tubular environment and selectively release drugs in different
target points actuated by a magnetic navigation system [14].
Le et al presented a drug delivery module for active
locomotive capsule endoscopy using electromagnetic
actuation [15]. Kim proposed a mechanism for targeted drug
release based on active locomotion which method is a
magnetic torque control based on a rotating magnetic field
using a three-axis Helmholtz coils system [16]. Yim et al also

Abstract– Current Wireless Capsule Endoscopic systems
(WCE) provide only diagnostic tools, but in the future, advanced
functionalities such as controllable drug delivery could be
available for clinicians. This paper proposes a spiral capsule
robot driven by external magnetic field control wireless targeted
drug delivery module, the module includes two radial
magnetizing magnetic ring and a simple plastic chain, and it has
a volume of 1.15 ml medicine cavity integration within the
interior space. The control system of the robot including the
driven system, motion control and drug release of the robots was
presented. The robot module has two spiral grooves outside the
module, which can be controlled in the external magnetic field.
The inner two ring magnets can be operated and closed under the
control of external strong pulse magnetic field. Then the robot
was driven by a three-axis Helmholtz coil system. Finally, the
feasibility of the function of drug release is verified. The
developed capsule robot can be used to improve the capsule robot
system, increase the function of the capsule robot, and can be
used in the future medical treatment.
Index Terms - drug delivery module, wireless capsule robot,
ring-shaped magnet, Helmholtz coils

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, more and more attention has been attracted to
the capsule robot, because of the harm of Gastrointestinal (GI)
diseases. The current method of treating gastrointestinal
diseases is to deliver the endoscope on which attached the
medical hose into the patient's digestive tract. In the process,
the friction between the medical hose and the digestive tract
wall will give the patient a lot of pain. Simultaneously, it can
also cause the secondary damage to the digestive mucosa.
Furthermore, the traditional endoscopy posture cannot be
flexibly adjusted.
Since its advent in 2000 (Iddan et al.) [1], Wireless
Capsule Endoscope (WCE) has been used as a routine
procedure to diagnose many GI diseases. As a new digestive
GI disease diagnosis technology, WCE has the advantages of
noninvasive, painless and easy to check [2]. Current
commercial capsules, however, still appeared as purely
diagnostic devices, though significant efforts have
continuously been dedicated to developing relevant modules
in order to add interventional and therapeutic functionalities to
their diagnostic functionality [3]. Another problem is that
current commercial capsules are not capable of monitoring a
specific location at a specific time which causes constraints on
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designed a capsule endoscope which can carry and release
thermo-sensitive, untethered microgrippers inside the stomach
and retrieves them after they self-fold and grab tissue samples
to offer the function of biopsy [17]. Zhou et al proposed a
magnetically actuated anchoring system for WCE by
employing the principle of a switchable magnetic spring [18].
All these systems have a common drawback. There is
little or no control over these systems after their intake inside
the body. Besides, it is easy to find that the size of most of the
commercial or other experimental capsule endoscopies which
integrated medical functions robots are unavoidably big. And
some modules’ rate to release is particularly slow. This factor
leads to their low utility and the treatment is relatively simple
and operation is not flexible enough.
In order to solve these problems, we designed a new
structure model, includes a targeting mechanism, and an active
drug-releasing mechanism. Combined with other work of our
team, it realizes specific positioning, active movement and
targeted drug delivery function. Therefore, it is considered as a
feasible method for a drug delivery CE. In this paper, a new
platform for a drug-delivery function module for Active
Locomotive Intestinal Capsule Endoscopy (ALICE) will be
presented. The ALICE with the proposed permanent-magnetbased drug-delivery module shows advanced features of
positioning controllability and drug releasing performance due
to the external magnetic field of a magnetic actuation system.
The new drug-delivery module for ALICE can be made
compatible and integrated with other commercialized pillshaped CEs. Through several fundamental experiments, we
will evaluate the feasibility of the drug-delivery module
integrated with ALICE.
This paper’s structure is as follows. In section II, we
showed the design of drug-delivery module. In section III, we
presented the control system of the robot. In section IV, we
assemble the robot and experiment with its movement and
docking in order to verify our model. The last is our
conclusions and future work.

Fig. 1 The 3D Model of wireless spiral capsule robot with drug delivery

Fig.2 The 3D Model of wireless spiral capsule robot with drug release

(a) The main body

II. THE DESIGN OF THE NOVEL DRUG-DELIVERY MODULE

(b) The medicine cover

Previously, our team had image acquisition to diagnosis
and determined the lesion location. Because they did not
implement the drug delivery function, in this article we
proposed a drug delivery module based on image diagnosis.
We determined the specific location of the lesion through
image diagnostic techniques and then passed the drug through
this module which was the part of the whole robot.
A. The Model of Drug Delivery
The wireless spiral capsule robot with drug delivery
concludes three main units: plastic hinge connection, drug
warehouse of movable magnet and fixed medicine warehouse
cover, as shown in Fig.1. In the main body, we designed a
bearing to control the motion of the ring magnet.
When the robot moves to lesion location, we let it stop
moving, and join an external strong magnetic field in lesion
location direction. When we find the lesion location where the
robot is not here, we can control the robot to move backward
and control the exact location of the lesion. The magnetic field

(c) The whole robot
Fig.3. The prototypes of the capsule robot
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF ROBOTS
Grooves
Grooves
Length
Diameter
Depth
Width
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
Main
body
Medicine
cover
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Grooves
Number
(mm)

19

14

1

4

2

9

14

1

4

2

makes the mobile magnets rotate, producing a repulsive force.
It will release the cartridge cover, at the same time, the drug
will be released, as shown in Fig.2. When the drug released,
removing the external strong magnetic field, restoring the
module to its original motion, and then moves forward.
B. Fabrication of Robots
In the case of limiting the size of the robot and placing
two magnets inside a micro-robot is not easy to manufacture
by using the traditional processing methods.
So, we divided the single robot model into several parts
and then printed each individual part using the 3D printer from
ABS plastic. Fig. 3 shows the fabricated capsule robot. The
machining accuracy of the robot is 0.1 mm, which is sufficient
for the robot in this paper. Table I lists the parameters of two
parts of the robot.
Fig.4. The process of driving principles.

III. THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF MODULAR CAPSULE ROBOT

magnetic ring can rotate around the cylinder, and make its S
pole following the magnetic field direction. The radial
magnetized magnetic ring of the cartridge inside is fixed, and
it will drive the robot’s direction with the change of the
external field direction. When an external magnetic field is
given, the capsule is opened and the drug is released due to the
repulsive action of the magnet.
The drug release process of the module and the force of
the ring magnet are shown in Fig.5. The the specific steps of
its work are as follows:
(1) The robot subjected to an upward magnetic force
makes the inner ring magnet spin around the bearing.
(2) When the magnet rotated, the magnetic pole of the
two ring magnets is at one end, producing a repulsive
force that pushes the magnet on the bearing to the
top.
(3) At the top of one side, there are still some repulsion
forces pushing the cover out.
(4) The external magnetic field disappears, and the
attractive forces between the two magnetic rings spin
the active magnetic ring.
(5) When the magnet rotated, the attraction forces make
the two parts closed.
(6) Two parts synthesize a whole.
According to our 3D Helmholtz coil delivery inspection
report. X coil magnetic field test, magnetic field
corresponding current formula:
= 6.6 × ( )
(4)
Y coil magnetic field test, magnetic field corresponding
current formula:
= 7.4 × ( )
(5)
Z coil magnetic field test, magnetic field corresponding
current formula:
= 7.2 × ( )
(6)
Where H is the magnetic field intensity.
Meanwhile, we can use vector synthesis to control the
direction of drug releasing. We take a cross section of the
circular pipe and construct a rectangular coordinate system
with the center of the circle. Supposing the lesion position is
located in the first quadrant and has α angle with the y axis, as

A. The Actuation principle of drug release.
We have adopted the concept of the magnetic polarity to
activate the opening function of the proposed drug release. As
illustrated in Fig.4, the configuration which is considered in
this study consists of two coaxial ring-shaped permanent
magnets which are magnetized in the diametrical direction.
The left one is fixed, and the right one is flexible. In order to
figure out when we can rotate and repel so we need to
calculate the magnetic force.
In Fig.4 (1). According to the first and second basic
equation of the magnetic circuit, we can derive the attraction
and the repulsive force between two permanent magnets in
non-contact situations [19]:
=

=

.

(1)

Where a is the correction factor, usually a=3~5, taking the
large value when the clearance is large, and the interval is
is magnetization of permanent magnet;
is the
small;
is the gap
magnetic field area of permanent magnet;
between two permanent magnets.
In Fig. 4(2), we added a strong magnetic field upward,
and the force of the permanent magnet in this magnetic field,
which shows in equation (2) (3).
Since the size of the magnet is much smaller than that of
the magnetic field, we see the magnet as a magnetic dipole.
So, we can get the approximate potential energy:
U = −m ∙ B
(2)
Where, m is the magnetic torque of the magnet and B is the
magnetic induction intensity. So, the force of the magnet in
the magnetic field is:
F = −∇U = ∇( ∙ ) = m × (∇ × B) + ( ∙ ∇)B
(3)
In Fig.4 (2), the force of the magnetic field is much larger than
attractive force between the magnets. So, the active magnet
revolved, and we can see the condition in Fig.4(3). The size of
the repulsive force can be obtained according to equation (1).
B. The Control of the drug release
The main body of the robot has a circular space. And we
put a movable circular inside which is magnetized by radical.
When the robot under the condition of a strong magnetic field,
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Fig. 7 The rotational motion and axial motion of the robot.

Fig.5. The drug release process of the module

Fig. 8 Experimental platform.

performs a spiral motion which rotation axis is the centre axis
under the rotation of the magnet. As shown in Fig.1, the robot
has two helical diversion grooves, and when the line of sight is
from its head to the tail, the direction of the spiral is
counterclockwise. When it rotates in the liquid and its
direction of rotation is counterclockwise, as a result of the
reaction force exerted by the liquid flow on its helical guide
groove, the guide robot will move forward simultaneously, as
shown in Fig. 7.

Fig.6 The coordinate system of a section of a circular pipe

shown in Fig.6. According to the vector law, we can get the
field strength in the Y and Z directions in the equation (7) (8)
= W cos
(7)
= W sin
(8)
Where W is the minimum field intensity separated by two
magnets, according to our experiment W=34.7Gs.
In our Helmholtz coil, we can get the required current
based on equation (5)- (8).
=
=
(9)
.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this experiment, we mainly conducted in vitro and did
not fully simulate the body environment. If you want to
completely mimic the movement in your gut, you need to add
a squirm. However, in this experiment, we did not join the
peristalsis in order to accurately control the fixed point. In
future experiments, we will add peristalsis to simulate the
intestinal condition better, and improve the accuracy of the
experiment.

.

=
=
(10)
.
.
Finally, we use waveform generator to adjust the current
, , and then releasing the drug to the pointed aim. In other
quadrants, we can also calculate the current that needs to be
passed in the same way.

A. Movement Experiments
We carried out a motion experiment on the robot in vitro.
The experimental object was a transparent tube with a length
of 30 cm and filled with water. The experimental platform is
shown in Fig.8. In this paper, we made a research on motion
characteristics of the robots on a single axis. Therefore, we
only need to rotate the magnetic field on the ground, which
can be generated by the Y-axis and Z-axis, the two-phase sine
current, which can produce a 90-degree difference output from

C. The Motion Control of Robots
As described in the second part, two permanent magnets
in the center of the robot which magnetized in the radial
direction can be driven by the external rotating magnetic field
generated by the three-axis Helmholtz coils. Then the robot
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the waveform generator. Waveform signals also need to be
amplified before accessing the coils through a signal amplifier.
The experiment we did in this section was mainly to measure
the forward and backward motion of the robot. The movement
speed of the robots was measured every 0.5 Hz from 0 Hz to
16 Hz of the frequency of currents. Fig. 9 compares the
experimental data of the robot moved forward and backward.
Due to the low frequency of the magnet, the force of the
magnet's rotation is too small to be offset by the resistance.
However, when the frequency is too high, the robot cannot
turn a circle and the cycle has passed. So, both high and low
frequencies are not suitable for the motion of the robot.

(a) Experimental results when the robots moved forward

B. Drug Release Experiment of Robots
Finally, we did some experiments to verify the feasibility of
the drug delivery module. We put the experimental
environment inside the body where there is no peristalsis, so
we can ensure the robot remains still while the robot is not
moving. At the beginning of the experiment, we put the robot
on one side of the pipe, as shown in the Fig.10 (a). Then the
robot moves forward through the magnetic field, and after
reaching the target point, we control it to stop moving in the
Fig.10 (b). Through the signal generator, we control the
opening direction. And when the lesion position is below, we
(b) Experimental results when the robots moved backward
Fig. 9 The speed of robots as a function of the frequency of currents fed to the
coils

（a）0 degree angle with the positive Y direction.
(a) The motion state at 0s.

（b）30 degree angle with the positive Y direction.
(b) Move to the target lesion position at 5s.

（c）90 degree angle with the positive Y direction.
(c)The drug releasing status at 7s

（d）135 degree angle with the positive Y direction.
(d)

The drug release completion status.at 10s

（e）180 degree angle with the positive Y direction.

(e) The state of motion at the point of arrival.at 13s
Fig. 10 The snapshots of the drug release process

Fig.11.The snapshots of the different directions of drug release
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control attitude changed, at the time of capsule static release
drugs. Therefore, all the steps in Fig.10 are under control.
At the same time, on the basis of knowing the location of
the lesion, we take the cross section of the pipe in the lesion
position and establish the coordinate system with the centre of
the pipe. The coordinate system is placed on the left side of
each photo. We conducted experiments in five directions and
they are 0, 30, 90, 135 and 180 degrees in the positive
direction of the Y axis, as shown in Fig. 11. We can
theoretically achieve every angle for drug releasing, but
considering the gravity of the drug itself, we can only achieve
downward.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a targeted drug delivery module for
robot with autonomous motor capability, which connects the
two parts together through a hinge connection. The 3D Models
were designed through the software--SolidWorks and
fabricated by 3D printer. Then we presented the robot control
system including the driven system, motion control and drug
releasing of the robots. And using a three-axis Helmholtz coils
system to made the locomotive test for the evaluation of the
robot driven by the rotating magnetic field. Finally, the
feasibility of drug releasing was confirmed. The result of the
experiment revealed that the velocity of the robot was
increased according to the changes in driving frequency. Since
we had used two permanent magnets with radial
magnetization, the frequency ranges of the magnetic field
driven by the robot is reduced by half. Due to the lack of the
impulse force generated by the flow caused by the block of the
modular interface, the guide robot’s velocity had a sudden
drop when it moved backward in 12 Hz. In this experiment,
we can control the start and stop motion of the robot at a
certain position. The maximum velocity of the guide robot
was about 19.2 mm/s in 14 Hz and minimum velocity was
about 2.5mm/s in 2.5 Hz. The maximum angle of the drug
release θ is 30 degrees. And its opening can be directed
toward any direction, but considering the factor of the weight
of the drug, the optimal drug release position is downward.
Consequently, image positioning will help us more in medical
applications.
In the future, we will carry out experiments “In Vivo” by
using proposed capsule robot with drug delivery module.
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